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Name________________________ Date___________

A DAY IN A CHARITY SHOP
You have decided to work at British Heart Foundation
for a day. At 5.00p.m, when the shop closes, your boss
decides to give some money to three other charities
and hands the following folders over to you:
A blue folder for Macmillan Cancer Support
A yellow folder for Cancer Research UK
A pink folder for Marie Curie Cancer Care
A. For each folder
1.

Count the money and stack it up in piles of £5.00s, £10.00s and £20.00s.

2.

Fill in a paying-in slip and write down how much of each currency you are paying
in. E.g. £20 notes £200, £10 notes £60 (sample paying-in slip attached).

3.

Add up all the total amount you are paying in (you may check with a calculator).

B.
Record the amounts you are giving to each charity in the table below.
Then calculate the total amount you are giving to all 3 charities.

Macmillan Cancer Research
Cancer Research UK
Marie Curie Cancer Care
Total
C.
Your boss has written six cheques to pay into the bank but she forgot to write out
the amounts of money in words. Neatly write out these amounts in words.
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A DAY IN A CHARITY SHOP
Curriculum References
1. N1/E3.1: Count, read, write, order and compare numbers to 1000
2. N1/E3.2 Add and subtract using 3 digit numbers
3. MSS1/E3.1 Add and subtract sums of money using decimal notations.
Tutors Notes
There are a set of notes, a paying in slip and a sample cheque, on pages 2 and 3. These
can be photocopied (many times!) and used for this exercise.
You will need to prepare three folders with the paper money. If available, real or
plastic coins could also be added to the three folders.
Finally you will need to write out six cheques (number section only – leave the ‘amount
in words’ for the students to complete) using the blank below.
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